Changes Building 832 and Building 712

Dear Customer,

As a result of the current situation, we are forced to take some operational measures.
These measures will come into effect on **March 23, 2020**. As of that day,

**Only Forwarding Activities will be done in Building 832.**

**New Opening Hours:**

- Monday to Thursday: 07:00 - 18:00
- Friday: 07:00 AM - 20:00
- Saturday and Sunday: closed (only pick-up at GHA by WFS between 07:00 – 15:00)

As a result, all import / export trucking activities will move to building 712/709.

It is important that everyone will register in Building 712 for trucking.

By adding these volumes, the loading and unloading times may take a little longer.

We will foresee extra staff in building 712 / 709 to handle these extra volumes.

We would like to thank you for your understanding and will keep you informed of our actions as the situation develops.

In case of questions, do not hesitate to contact us.

Michel Fiorani
GM Belgium
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HR Leader

Stijn Verbeeck
Terminal Manager